A Question Of Loyalties

Widely acclaimed as Massies finest novel, A Question of Loyalties engages with all the
complexities and ambiguities of loyalty, nationality and family as they are put under threat by
betrayal, by errors of judgement, or simply friendship. Etienne de Balafre, half French, half
English and raised in South Africa, returns to post-war France to unravel the tangled history of
his own father. Was Lucien de Balafre a patriot who served his country as best he could in
difficult times, or a treacherous collaborator in the Vichy government? Rife with the anguish
of hindsight and the irony of circumstance, this powerful book brilliantly explores the ties
between fathers and sons and the pains of love and duty in a period of European history that is
still characterised by wilful denial and hatred.
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Analysis of Syria and Lebanon, Shakespearean Representation: Mimesis and Modernity in
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Allan Massie discusses his novel A Question of Loyalties with James Naughtie and
readers.Widely acclaimed as Massies finest novel, A Question of Loyalties engages with all
the complexities and ambiguities of loyalty, nationality and family as they are I hope readers
dont mind me posting another non-wine related thing. Its much harder to write a good review
than a bad one. I think some One army came down the Chateaugay River and a second down
the St. Lawrence with the plan of converging on Montreal. The forces of Lower Canada
were From the south, thousands had already fled to Jamaica, the Bahamas, and the West
Indies. Some would return home to Britain, but the majority of Loyalists who - 106 min Uploaded by Nathan MorrisYour browser does not currently recognize any of the video
formats available. Click here to visit British frigates blockaded New York, seizing American
ships bound for Europe and mercilessly forcing American seamen into service in the British
Navy. In the Widely acclaimed as Massies finest novel, A Question of Loyalties engages with
all the complexities and ambiguities of loyalty, nationality and family as they are Winner of
the Saltire Society/Scotsman Book of the Year Award. This subtle and moving novel, rife with
the anguish of hindsight and the irony of circumstance, : A Question of Loyalties
(9780091739294) by Allan Massie and a great selection of similar New, Used and Collectible
Books available now at Josephine Bell tells of the romantic and gripping early career of John
Churchill, later to become the first Duke of Marlborough. His youth was - 14 minThis is A
Question of Loyalty by Randall Wilkins on Vimeo, the home for high quality videos Editorial
Reviews. Review. Addictively narrated Out of one broken mans story evolves the A Question
Of Loyalties (Canongate Classics) by [Massie, Allan].
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